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1. Summary
The main objective of the deliverable was to deliver a website, after consultation of
the partners, with an attractive design and large possibilities of updates and addition
of contents (videos, pictures, links, etc).
Apart from the website, links to social networks (linked in and twiter) were set up.
A Wikipedia page was also created to explain the project on the wiki community.

2. The website
The website : www.whealbi.eu was released in advance of the timing (August 2014).
It contains two main ways of reading:
- a science section, more dedicated to researchers and high level students;
- a public section, with key facts on the project and on plant diversity and
breeding (updated all along the project).
The public section is both in English and French. The science section is in English
only.
Below are some elements of the website that can be discovered directly online on:
www.whealbi.eu

Welcome page:
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Partners’ page

Trial visit
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3. The social networks
The website is linking twitter and linked in which are already operational.
These social networks will be used in the second half of the project to disseminate
results and information on the project.
The link to twitter is: https://twitter.com/whealbi
The link to linked in is: https://www.linkedin.com/company/whealbi
Both twitter and linked in require to create its own account to follow the posted
information.
Twitter will be used for the first time during the annual meeting of whealbi (Mai 2015)

4. Wikipedia page
A Wikipedia page on whealbi project is pending review. It links many different
sources of articles of Wikipedia that helps to further understand the topics of whealbi
and to be able to go further on the different thematic of the project. To be published
online on wikipedia, the article needs more references (minimum 10), which will come
after the first scientific publications and once the communication around its results
will be more developed.
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5. Conclusion
During the first 9 months of the project, all the tools for the dissemination of
information and results have been sat-up, as described in the description of work.
As whealbi results will grow all over the course of the project, the website will contain
more and more information to offer a perfect place to disseminate information.

